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A Cookie for 
Santa

Christmas Game
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Thanks for downloading the A Cookie for Santa 
Printable Christmas Game. Be sure to check back for 
more printables at 
RoyalBaloo.com

Please note the terms of use:
These printables are provided free of charge and are for personal use only.

You May:
Print as many copies as you'd like
Use them in a group or classroom setting
Use them in an online classroom as long as it is not a class you are selling
Share the link to my blog to other people who are interested in the pack
Post online about the pack giving proper credit back to RoyalBaloo.com

You may not:
Upload the file to another website
Claim these files or sell them as your own
Link directly to the PDF file online

Print and sell them to others

I reserve the right to change these terms of use at any time
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A Cookie for Santa
A treasure hunt game for 2 players

Top Tip: 
Laminate the two 
grids back to back 

so that you can play 
this game again and 

again with wipe  
off markers!

1. Print two copies of this game page.
2.  Each player secretly draws a cookie somewhere in the bottom

grid and then folds the bottom section to keep the location hidden.
3.  Take it in turns to try and find out where your opponents cookie

is by asking questions, e.g  “Is your cookie on the fireplace”.
4. Use the top grid to make a note of your opponents answer, e.g.

If they answer ‘no’ cross off all squares that make up the fireplace.
5.  The first person to find their opponents cookie is the winner!
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